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‘College’ class
A look at the Electoral College and how it could change
By Lacey Berig
Special to the Southeast Express

 

he Electoral College has become
controversial. The National

Archives and Records Administra-
tion website says, “The Electoral
College is a process, not a place.” It
is a process whose validity has been
questioned over the years.

Colorado is at the forefront of
political change with regards to the
Electoral College. The state Leaisla-

ture this year committed the state to
the National Popular Vote Interstate

Compact (NPVIC), which seeks to
simplify the election process. Colo-

rado voters in November 2020 will
have the final say as to whether the

state should commit its electors to
the national popular vote or the state
winner, ccording to Secretary of
State Iena Griswold’s office.

“I think it forces candidates to pay
attention to all of the states, instead

of ignoring the solidly red or blue
states,” on Garscadden, operations
manager of the Citizens Project said
of the NPVIC. “By making the 270
electoral votes tied to the winner of
the national popular vote, it ensures
that the person who wins the pres—
idency is elected by all of the states,
not just the swing states.”

How it works
The Electoral College is made up of

538 electors, equal to the number of
US. lawmakers. For a president to be

elected, he or she must win at least
270 of the electoral votes, a majority
of the total.

“The original intent of the Electoral
College” said Rick Foster, chairman
of political science at Pikes Peak
Community College, “was to ensure
that the president would be chosen by
neither the legislature nor the people.”

How electors are chosen varies by

state. Each beoins the process with
three votes, regardless of size. Elec-
toral votes are then added based on
the state’s population.

In Colorado, electors are picked by
each party to represent the state in
presidential selection, based on the
state’s popular vote. The National

Archives and Records Administration
explains that in this way voters are not
only electing a president but also the
e ectors who will cast the state’s ballots.

“The Electoral Colleoe was to be
comprised of men of excellence from
the various state,” Foster said, “These
excellent citizens would meet in their
state capitols and proceed to select
the nation’s most outstanding citizen
to become the president.”

Why it matters, today
e controversy surrounding the

Electoral College arises when the
electoral votes outweigh those of the

With the election fast approaching, the Express teamed with second-year publishing students at Pikes Peak Community College on a special project examining may
facets of voting. The students heard from Southeast Colorado Springs elected leaders about the importance of voting and participation, and assisted in nonpartisan

voter-education and engagement efforts. The following student-reported stories look at several voting-related issues — and why some people may or may not
participate in the electoral process. -

national popular vote. This happened
twice in recent memory: during
the 2000 George W Bush/Al Gore
e ection and again in 2016, Donald

Trump vs. Hillary Clinton. In both
cases, the Democratic hopefuls —
Gore and Clinton — earned more

popular votes overall but lost the
Electoral College, and the presiden-
cy, to their Republican challengers.

Hence, the popular vote compact.
According to the NPVIC web—

site,196 electoral votes were pledged
as of Oct. 15. That means with 74
more fully committed, the presiden-
tial race would be determined by the
nation’s popular vote.

“And to be clear, the compact
doesn’t abolish the Electoral Col-
leoe” Garscadden said. “It is merely
an agreement among states equal—
ing a majority of electoral votes, to
award their electoral votes to the
national winner.”
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An issue of access
Voting can challenge those with disabilities; resources, support help bridge the gap
By Kit Waggoner
Special to the Southeast Express

 

T‘or some disabled voters it can be impossible to
rgo to polling places, to understand the legalese
used for ballot measures or even to fill out their

ballots without assistance.
According to a 2016 Pew Research Center study,

people who self-identify as having at least one dis—
ability are more likely to have an interest in politics »
than the general population, but they also have a

slightly below—average voter turnout.
During the September meeting of Autism 8t As—

pergers Connections, a local nonprofit group that
provides support and community for families
and those on the autism spectrum, the conver—
sation quickly turned to voting. In the interest

ofdisclosure, the author of this article hosts the
support group.

“The problem isn’t voting itself,” group member
and local writer lene Clyde said. “The problem is

that even when we do vote, no one prioritizes our
needs. No one thinks about us or listens to us, even

when they make laws that impact us.”

Voice of experience
Colorado Springs City Councilor Yolanda Avi-

la, who represents Southeast’s 4th District, has a
different perspective. Avila was diagnosed with a

degenerative eye disease that leads to blindness,
and that played a central role how she started her

political career.
In 201 1, she began to attend City Council meet-

ings to push for expanded bus service. She was
approached by The Independence Center —— a

Colorado Springs nonprofit that provides tradition—
al and self-directed home health care, independent
living, veterans services and advocacy for services
in those with disabilities — to aid in the center’s

advocacy efforts. Later, she ran for City Council,
winning her seat in 2017.

Avila is passionate about local government,
telling a group of Pikes Peak Community College
students attending a forum on voting, “Cities will
change the world.”

For her, those changes seem intrinsically tied to
how cities can become more accessible for people
with disabilities. According to her profile on the
Colorado Springs city government page:

“Avila championed several causes in District 4
by improving transit accessibility, fixed bus routes
and frequency. She was dismayed with the lack of
infrastructure construction in roads, sidewalks and

bridges. Now, an unprecedented amount of this infra-
structure has been completed along with ADA ramp
construction; and she is thrilled that designs will
commence on the Airport/Circle and 1—25 bridges.”

While transportation issues lead Avila to becoming
involved in local government, transportation isn’t the
biggest issue for many of our city’s disabled citizens.

Managing the obstacles
Back at the Autism & Aspergers Connections

meeting, members discussed how they navigate the
sometimes-rough waters of the election process.

“Colorado’s mail—in ballots make it easier,” Vic-
toria Lange said when asked about transportation
and voting. “My mom and Ican fill it out together
at the kitchen table. We basically have the same
beliefs anyway.”

“That’s what Ido,” Christine Hawkins, another
member of the group, agreed. “My mom explains it
all to me.”

“To be honest, Ijust look at my grandmother’s
ballot and vote the exact opposite,” Heather Mar—
key said. “The wording on those ballots [is] just
too confusing. When Ihave to do it by myself Ige

overwhelmed.”
Lange nodded and added, “Leaalese on ballots

should be banned.”
Legalese, or the technical language used on legal

documents, is infamous for being difficult to un-
derstand. In 2017 Ballotpedia.org, an organization
dedicated to explaining ballot language in a more
approachable way, analyzed 27 measures across
nine states and found that, on average, readers
needed 20 years of schooling to understand the
language used on ballots.

Colorado government helps mitigate this by
sending every household with a registered voter
a booklet called the “Ballot Information Booklet”
(also known as the “Blue Book”), which explains
the measures on the ballot in plain speak. The
booklet also details the arguments for and against
the measures and explains in simple English what a
yes or no vote means. A PDF ofthe booklet can be
found online at leg.colorado.gov.

A helping hand
What about those who don’t have a caregiver to

explain it to them, or who have a disability that
makes it impossible to read the ballot and accompa—
nying “Blue Book?” El Paso County Clerk and

ecorder’s Office partnered with The Independence
Center to make voting more accessible for people
with disabilities.

The center has a page on its website dedicated to
making the process easier. The webpage is broken
down into several headings only containing one or
two short sentences at a time, with links. resources
and videos — with ASL interpretation — exp\aining

different aspects of the voting process.
Additionally, The Independence Center runs a

highly accessible voting center during elections,
and every polling place in El Paso County has an
accessible machine designed to make the process
possible for all voters.
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Resources available
The following are some of the resources available for voters with disabilities or who are struggling with mental health or cognitive challenges:

American Association of People with Disabilities
aapd.com/advocacy/voting/

'l’lle Independence Center -
Phone: (719) 471-8181
Video Phone: (719) 358-2513
meindependencecenter.org/vate/

The El Paso County Clerk and Recorder’s Office
Phone: (719) 575-8683
epcvates.com

Sign Vote
hthiS://slgnvote.org/

u.s Election Assistance Commission
eacgov/voters/voh‘ng-accessibility/

Rock The Vote
mckthevote.org/voting-information/colorado/

aapd.com/advocacy/vofing/voter-resoume-center/

Colorado Secretary of State
sos.state.co.us/pubs/elections/main.html
sos.state.co.us/‘pubs/elecfions/accessibleVoting.html

For those facm'g mental health challenges, votln'g presents um'que obstacles . ..
By Mackenzie Merson
Special to the Southeast Express

any Americans live daily with
the struggle of mental health,

and a vast majority of people without
mental illnesses don’t realize how
many obstacles can stand in would-
be voters' way.
Voting is a normality among

Americans. However, a study pub~
lished in the October 2018 edition
of the Journal of the American
Academy of Psychiatry and the Law
found that citizens with mental
illness or cognitive and emotional
impairments are especially subject
to exclusion from the political pro-
cess and to disenfranchisement.

In the study, the authors wrote
that, “Voting is a fundamental right
and part of the foundation of our
democracy.” So much so, they noted,
that four constitutional amendments
spell out that voting can not be de-
nied based on race, gender, ability to
pay a poll tax or age.

For all of the protections those
amendments offer, none specifically
grants the right to vote to those with
mental illness or cognitive and emo-
tional impairments, the authors said.

“Misunderstanding and ignorance
of voting laws can put this popula-
tion at risk of being barred from fully
joining the fabric of our society by
being excluded from the democratic
process,” they wrote. “In other words,
these citizens are excluded from the

full rights of citizenship.”
' But one local mental health advo-
c‘ate said working with these adults
and motivating them to get involved
can move us toward a more-inclusive
voter turnout.

“Meeting with a support group can
be the first step to doing more,” said
Tamara Cannafax.

Cannafax is marketing project
manager at Pikes Peak Community
College and a volunteer connec-
tion support group facilitator for
the National Alliance on Mental
Illness, or NAMI. The alliance is a
nonprofit that specializes in mental
health resourcing and maintains a
branch in Colorado Springs. Can-
nafax was honored for her work as

one of the group’s two volunteers of

the year in 2019.
Support, she said, could help citi-

zens struggling with mental illness
connect with the voting process. She
suggested not only support groups,
but help from peers as well.

' Ambition is also an obstacle, she
said, such as ambition to register,
ambition to learn or the ambition of
getting out to actually perform the
act of voting. Looking to help people
find the ambition comes with the
process of recovery.

Because in the end, recovering is
a ladder for “opening their mind,”
Cannafax said. If someone can make
voting a goal at the top of their lad—
der, then they can aspire to it.
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Pulse of the presidential
Here’s what some students have to say about the 2016 election and their voting habits
By Bryan Ruminski
Special to the Southeast Express

 

11 Nov. 8, 2016, Republican Donald 1. Trump won the presidential elec-
Otion. The results are still debated today.

We conducted a survey of 40 randomly selected students at Pikes Peak Com—
munity College about the effect of the 2016 election. For their privacy, we did
not ask their names.

What we found were divisive results as to whether voter turnout rates will
increase, decrease or stay the same for the 2020 presidential election. Here are
our questions and informal findings:

1: Did you vote in the 2016 presidential election?
Our notes: Some participants said they either didn’t care m 47%

about the election to begin with, or they felt that voting was ' Did Did "In
their right and they had an obligation to help decide the fate
of America.

'Iheir quotes: “Being an American means being able to
vote, and if that means I can help with the bigger picture then I will always
vote when necessary.”

‘A‘t the time, I was too young to vote but even now I’m not sure if I am going
to vote or not.”

17%
Inspired2: Were you inspired by or driven away from voting in the

2016 election? Or was voting something that didn’t interest
you? M

Our notes: Many of the participant’s answers delved into
how they felt discouraged from voting for the 2016 election,
due to Trump not having any previous political experience
and how him being a former reality TV star didn’t quite fit their image of the
President of the United States of America. There were a few, though, who said
voting was either something didn’t interest them or that they were too young
at the time to cast their own ballot.
Their quotes: “Trump never had the qualifications of being president.”
“Trump was a breathe offresh air for me, so I was inspired to cast my vote.”

31%
W

' 4: Have recent politics inspired you to vote more, or

  

 

3: Were you surprised by the results of the 2016 election?
Our notes: Many respondents were surprised by Trump’s

victory, due to him having no prior political experience and
being a former reality TV star. On the opposite end of the
spectrum, some said that they were not surprised because of
how relentless and dedicated his supporters were, even at the
very start of his campaign.

Their quotes: “Trump’s ability to win over his audience with his passion and
enthusiasm is why I‘ was not surprised [by] him winning the race.”

“I was more surprised by how the Electoral College is what gave him' his victory.”

45%5%
W

Discouraged

 

30%have they steered you away from voting in the future?
Our notes: Trump’s presidency hasn’t wooed everyone.

His victory in the race and accusations of foreign inter-
ference in the 2016 election are still hotly debated topics.
This question was divisive in the end, with answers either

N0Tm
Yes

 

- reflecting that recent politics have inspired them to vote
more or that they have made students completely uninterested in the 2020
presidential election. ,

Notable quote: “With the way politics have been these past couple years, I
am unsure ifI am going to vote again.”

5: Will you be- voting in the next presidential election? If
so, why?

Our notes: Just like survey question four, the answers here
were nearly split, with some saying that their votes won’t
matter in the end. Others will be voting in the next election
because being able to vote and help shape their country’s
future excites and encourages them to vote more often — not just for the pres-
idential election but locally as well.
Their quotes: “Unless something is done about the electoral college, voting

does not interest me.”
“It is my right, so of course I am going to vote when I can.”
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